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Development of Postcensal

Population Estimates for Local Areas

HBNRY s. SHRyocK, JR., BUREAU OF THE CENsus

Over the half century that the Bureau of the Census has been con
cerned with t.he problem of making population estimates, we have
~oted .a. growmg demand for current population estimates for coun
ties, ClUes, and other local areas. More and more public and private
agencies have expressed their needs, and the kinds of detail for
which such estimates are need~ have also been expanding. Unfor
tunately, the supply of good estimates has not kept up with the de
man~. Few new methods have been developed. The adoption of the
relatively better me~ods has proceeded slowly. Many agencies are
trying to produce estunates, but there is little coordination of their
efforts.! The Bureau of the Census has not had the resources to go
beyond the publication of population estimates for states, but it has
carried on some experimental work for large cities and counties.

Experimental Work at the Bureau of the Census

Part of this experimental work has consisted of applying to these
areas the methods that it uses in making its official postcensal esti
mates of state population. The resulting estimates for 1950 were
then compared with the decennial census figures. For comparison,
estimates were also computed by several other commonly used
methods.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

The methods developed or used by the Bureau of the Census have
been fully described elsewhere, and detailed ill~trations are av~il

able in print.2 The method that has usually gIVen best r~ults m
volves the separate estimation of migration and natural .mcrease
and is called, for convenience, "migration and natural mcrease,
NOll!: The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Benj~ G~n~rg,
Statistician, Population Estimates and Projections Branch, Population DiVlSlon,
Bureau of the Census.

1 Henry S. Shryock. Jr., CoordirllJtion 0/ Population Estimates Use~ by Federal,
State, and Local Agencies, Bureau of the Census, Current population Reports,
Population Estimates, Series P-25, No. 81, OCtober 12, 1953. . .

:: Beojamin Greenberg, Illustrative EXlmlpie 0/ a Method 0/ Estimating the Cur-
rent PopulDtion of Subdivinons 0/ the United S!ates, Bureau of the~:Si~~t
Population Reports. Population Estimates, Series P·25, No. 133, an: , .
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POSTCENSAL POPULATION ESTIMATES

method H" (to distinguish it from a simpler variation called "migra
tion and natural increase, method I").

Migration and Natura/Increase, Method II. In method H, the
numbers of registered births and deaths are corrected for under
registration. The net migration rate for each state is estimated from
the comparison of the observed and expected elementary school
enrollment. On the basis of studies of gross interstate migration by
age, it is assumed that the net migration rate for the population of
all ages is in the same direction, but 1.2 times as large as the corre
sponding rate for the population of elementary school age. The sum
of the estimated net migration over all states is then adjusted to equal
an independent estimate of net migration from abroad based on
records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Allowance
is also made for net loss of civilian population to the armed forces.

The shortcomings in this method have been discussed in an ar
ticle by Lawrence and the writer.8 The sources of error may be
classified into those arising from errors or inconsistencies in the
basic data and those arising from the assumption about relative rates
of net migration of the child population and the total population.

A basic difficulty is presented by the variability in time and space
of the ratios between the net migration of different age groups. Both
the 1 to 1 ratio used before 1950 (and in the tests reported below)
and the 1.2 to 1 ratio now being used represent national average
experiences. Despite the high variability of the ratios about these
averages, they have been applied to all areas (states, cities, coun
ties, etc.) alike. Even if we used the ratio last· observed for the
particular area in question, we should still need to make an assump
tion about how the ratio had changed in the meantime. The Bureau
of the Census is now investigating several different bodies of data on
interstate migration by age to see if there are patterns that would
permit more flexibility in the basic assumption of method H. A more
promising approach, however, seems to be the compilation of series
of data that reflect the migration of adult age groups. This possibility
will be discussed later in this paper.

Migration and Natural Increase, Method I. Method I differs from
method II in that net migration is estimated from school enrollment
in a simpler way. In this method, it is t",stimated on the basis of the
difference between the percentage change in the population of
school age in a given area and the change in the United States. The

S Henry S. Shryock, Jr. and Norman Lawrence, "The Current Status of State and
Local Population Estimates in the Census Bureau," Journal of the American Statis
tical Association, June 1949. pp. 157-173.
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Burea.u h~ ~ot actually p.ublished estimates based on this method;
but, SlDce It. IS muc~ l~ time-consuming than method II, there has
been some mterest In It.

Vital Rates. The ''vital rates" method was developed by Donald
J. Bogue and, in combination with method TI, has been used since
1950 by the Bureau of the Census for its state estimates.4 It involves
(1) co~puting ~o provisional estimates of population by applying
(a) estimated birth and death rates to (b) the number of births and
deaths, !espectiv~y, and (2) averaging the two provisional results.
The estlDlated birth and death rates are obtained from the known
ra~es for the United States in th~ postcensal year and the relation
ship between the rates for the Umted States and for the area in ques
tion in the preceding census year.

Other Methods. The "natural increase" method makes use of birth
and death statistics, but assumes that postcensal net migration was
equal to zero. Arithmetic and geometric progression probably do
not require definition here.

Averages 0/ Methods. The methods that involve an average of the
results of two independent methods remain to be discussed and, per
haps, justified. Other tests made prior to those presented here had
shown that, when the results of two independent and relatively ac
curate methods were averaged, the average error of the averages
tended to be lower than that of either separate set of estimates. One
benefits from the fact that, when a positive error from one method
is paired with a negative error from the other method, their mean
error may often be lower than either original error. It may be
argued that sometimes the error of the averaged results may be higher
for a particular area than that from the preferred method used alone.
On the other hand, the general tendency is clearly toward improved
accuracy of estimation. Furthermore, one tends to get rid of the ex
treme errors--a very important consideration in the actual use of
the population estimates.

RESULTS OF TESTS

Table 1 presents a co~parison of the erro~ in the results of the
various methods as obtamed by checks agaInst the 1950 census
counts. This is a longer time span since the last census-ten ~ears-

than we normally have to deal with in making postcensal estimates.
Method II (as used here) represents the procedure used before
1950. Since then a few changes have been introduced.

'Donald J. Bogue. "A T~que for ~~g Extensive Population Estimates,"
loUTlUll oj the American Stalwical AuoctaltOn, June 19S0, pp. 149-163.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Percentage Deviations from the 1950 Census Count ?f Population Estimates
by Various Methods, for Cities of 100,000 or more. Metropohtan Counties, and

Standard Metropolitan Areas

-Migration
Al·erage Arithmetic Geometricand Nflt-

ural Increase Vital 0/11 and Progres- Progres- Natural
Area and Measure I II Rates Vital Rales sion sion IncrtlJSt

Cities (92):
4.93 9.60Average deviation 8.34 6.53 9.33 9.33 7.73

Quadratic Olean deviation 9.86 8.52 12,56 7.25 12.15 11.75 10.03
Deviations of 10 per cent

18 31 7 33 31or more 29 26
Deviations of 5 per cent

65 50 59 34 65 64or more 56
Positive deviations

(46 expected) 30 22 79 63 11 13 56

Counties (102):
Average deviation 9.21 6.57 6.29 4.71 18.25 16.42 15.66
Quadratic mean deviation 12.41 8.87 8.08 6.17 21.58 19.46 20.01
Deviations of 10 per cent

9 73or more 41 21 19 70 56
Deviations of 5 per cent

52 52 37 95or more 69 92 74
Positive deviations

(51 expected) 48 49 69 68 2 4 12

Metropolitan areas (32):
Average deviation 5.99 3.70 5.45 3.39 15.05 13.80 10.90
Quadratic mean deviation 7.91 4.97 6.52 4.34 16.83 15.53 14.07
Deviations of 10 per cent

or more 7 2 3 0 23 21 13
Deviations of 5 per cent

or more 16 8 16 8 30 29 19
Positive deviations

(16 expected) 17 14 28 25 0 0

Source: Bureau of the Census (see the text for a brief description of methods).

An analysis of the errors of the city estimates, including the statis
tical significance of the differences, has already been publishe<l,5
The tests for metropolitan counties and standard metropolitan areas,
both with central cities of 250,000 or more, are presented here for
the first time. Omissions from the pertinent list of areas represent
cases for which the necessary school data were not readily avail
able.

In terms of the average deviation (disregarding sign), it may be
seen that method n compares favorably with the other independent

5 Jacob S. Si,egel, Henry S. Shryock, Jr., and Benjamin Greenberg, "AccUJ'llCyof
Postcensal Estimates of Population for States and Cities," American Sociological
Review, August 1954. pp. 440-446.
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methods in al~ tl.'ree ty~ .of local areas, although not all the differ~
en~ are statIstIcally signIficant. The vital rates method performed
~1~tIvely well. for large standard metropolitan areas and their in~
dlvldual counties, b?t not very well for cities. The improvement in
troduced by averagmg the results of these two leading methods is
also apparent. The last three methods in the table are obviously in
ferior; but two of them are n?netheless widely used.
~~ next three mea'\ures m the stub (quadratic mean deviation,

deVIatIons of 10 per cent or more, and deviations of 5 per cent or
more) were all employed to get at the relative frequency of extreme
error. A n:te~<><;l having a slightly larger average error may still be
preferred if It yields fewer extreme errors, since it will be a "safer"
method to use for a particular area. The various methods rank
roughly the same way by these measures as they did by the first,
however.

The number of positive deviations is shown as a measure of di
rectional bias in the estimates. For example, it can be seen that pro
jection of the absolute changes of the 1930-1940 decade (arithmetic
progression) always resulted in 1950 estimates for standard metro
politan areas that were too low. In the case of our state estimates,
the process of adjusting to an accurate national total eliminates any
directional bias for the set. When estimates are made for all coun
ties in a state, they can be adjusted to add to the independently
estimated state total. This process should usually reduce the average
county error.

The 1950 estimates for large standard metropolitan areas by the
best methods are about as accurate as those for states. It can be seen
that average errors for the parts of metropolitan areas tend to be
higher than for the totals. How good postcensal population estimates
need to be is an open question; and the answer depends, of course,
on the use to which they are to be put. The consumers, as well as
producers, of such estimates are in a position to exercise judgment
on this point and to act accordin~ly in their choice of methods (when
a less accurate but adequate method is cheaper th~n a more accur~te

one). Where population estimates are used only m. the comp~tatton
of per capita income figures, the accuracy of the lDco~e estImat~
is clearly relevant to the problem. If, for example, the Income estl~

mates are subject to an average error of 10 per cent, one need not
put in a lot of extra effort to reduce the average error of the popula-
tion estimates from S per cent to 3 per cent. ...

In making an estimate for a particular local area, IS It WISe to use
a method that has worked well in the past for that area even though
its over-all pedormance is relatively inferior? Here one needs to
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POSTCENSAL POPULATION ESTIMATES

know whether the given method is likely to continue to give good
results for the area or whether its past good performance was simply
a random fluctuation. In other words, some knowledge of the rela·
tionship between the peculiar nature of the area and the peculiar
nature of the method is required. In any case, one "success" should
not be given too much weight. On the othe~ hand, where good data
symptomatic of population.chan~e are ~vallable for some areas but
not for others there is no virtue In consIStency of method.

Let us retu~ to the tests previously described to see what facton
are associated with accuracy in the population estimates for local
areas. Table 2 deals with the factor of population size at the begin-

TABLE 2

Average Percentage Deviatio~ !rom the 19.50 Census Count of Pop~ation Estimates
by Various Methods for Cities of 100,000 or more and Metropolitan Counties,

• by Population Size

Migration
AverageArea and and Natural

Population Increase Vital 0/11 and Arithmetic Geometric NalUTll1
Size I II Rates Vital Rates Progression Progreuion lncrwe

Cities
Larger (46) 8.0.5 6.32 9.06 4.22 10.27 9.97 7.86
Smaller (46) 8.63 6.73 9.60 .5.63 8.92 8.69 7.61

Counties
Larger (.51) 7.81 4.21 .5.53 3.23 14.06 12.99 10.78
Smaller (.51) 10.62 8.94 7.0.5 6.31 22.45 19.8.5 20.54

Source: Bureau of the Census.

ning of the period (1940). When the cities and counties are each
divided into two groups on this basis, we find that better results were
obtained, on the average, for the larger cities and counties than
for the smaller ones. This directional difference is consistent for the
better methods but not for the poorer ones. Furthermore, the factor
of size seems to be more important for counties than for cities. On
the basis of this evidence, it seems safe to say that average errors by
these methods would be even larger for cities under 100,000 and
probably for nonmetropolitan counties.

From Table 3 it can be seen that, with only one exception, the
average error by each method was greater for those areas with the
more rapid rate of population change from 1940 to 1950. The su
periority of the better methods was more pronounced for these more
rap~dly changing areas than for those whose populations were more
static.

Several persons have pointed out to us that method II tends to
give estimates that are much too low for suburban areas undergoiDg
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TABLE 3

Average .Percentage ~viation from the 1950 Census Count of Population
Estimates by Vanous Methods, for Cities of 100,000 or more and

Metropolitan Counties, by Rate of Cbange

Migration
and Natural Average

Area and Rate Increase Vital 0/11 and Arithmetic Geometric Natural01 Change a I n Rates Vital Rates Progression Progression Increase
Cities

Larger (46) 8.34 7.45 10.51 5.79 14.91 14.37 9.69SmaJler(46) 8.34 5.61 8.15 4.06 4.28 4.29 5.78Counties
Larger (51) 11.91 8.92 6.60 6.10 27.11 23.66 26.11Smaller (51) 6.25 4.22 5.97 3.43 9.39 9.17 5.21

a Regardless of direction.
Source: Bureau of the Census.

their major settlement phase. Some of these critics have given this
situation as a reason for not adopting the method at all. The
downward bias in the estimates undoubtedly results from the fact
that movers to new suburban developments tend to be young couples
with children of preschool age. Hence, there is a lag of several years
before these migrant families are reflected in the school statistics.
This problem was examined for all methods by dividing the metro
politan counties into those containing and those not containing the
central city. The latter may be regarded as suburban counties, al
though some of them are of the type that has already passed through
its major settlement phase. The results of this comparison are pre
sented in Table 4.

TABLE 4

Average Percentage Deviation from the 1950 Census Count of Population
Estimates by Various Methods, for Central and Suburban

Metropolitan Counties

Type 01 County

Migration
and Natural Average

Increase Vital 0/11 and Arithmetic Geometric Natural
I II Rates Vital Rates Progression Progression Increase

Central (39)
Suburban (63)

5.84 4.11
11.30 8.10

5.69
6.66

3.25
5.71

13.21
21.38

12.23
19.01

9.28
19.61

Source: Bureau of the Census.

The average errors show that not only method IT but also all the
other methods gave better results for meu:opolitan counties contain
ing a central city than for suburban coun~es. In the latter group, th~
vital rates method may be a better chOIce than method II, but It
also seems desirable to average the results of the two methods.
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Since suburban counties tend to have smaller populations than
central counties and also grow more rapidly in the last intercensal
decade, Tables 2 to 4 deal with overlapping factors. If we subdivide
the 102 metropolitan counties simultaneously by all three factors
we find that the average error of the population estimates by method
II was 3.36 per cent for the twenty-six large, slowly.growing, cen·
tral counties and as much as 11.04 per cent for the thirty-two small. 'rapidly growing, suburban counties. In fact, with all of the other
methods, smaller average errors were obtained for the same central
counties than for these suburban counties. In the latter group of
counties, the vital rates method was more accurate, on the avo
erage, than method II (7.24 versus 11.04 per cent).

Tests on West Virginia Counties

Recent estimates have not been made and tested for nonmetro
poJitan counties by the Bureau of the Census. Experimental esti
mates for 1950 were prepared at the National Office of Vital Sta
tistics, however, for the fifty-five counties of West Virginia.6 Two
variations of method II were tested, one using enrollment in grades
four through eight to estimate net migration, and the other, en
rollment in grades four through ten.7 The results are summarized
in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Summary of Percentage Deviations from the 1950 Census Count of Population
Estimates by Two Variations of the Migration and Natural Increase Method,

for West Virginia Counties, by Size in 1940

USING GRADES 4 TO 8 USING GRADES 4 TO 10
All 25,000 Under All 25,000 Under

Measure Counties andover 25,000 Counties and Ol'er 25,()()(}
(55) (23 ) (32) (55) (23) (32)

Average deviation 5.53 4.20 6.48 4.15 2.68 6.25
Deviations of 10 per

cent or more 6 0 6 8 7
Deviations of 5 per

cent or more 28 8 20 22 4 18
Positive deviations 21 S 16 35 13 22

Source: Adapted from a study at National Office of Vital Statistics.

6 "St~dy of Population Estimates Made for Each County in West Virginia, as
of Apoll, 1950," processed, National Office of Vital Statistics, presented by Robert
D. Grove at the Third Annual Meeting of the Public Health Conference on Records
and Statistics, Washington, D.C., April 23, 1951. The errors were recomputed using
final instead of preliminary census figures.

7 "According to the original plan of the study, independent estimates were to be
m~de. by use ~f data on telephone installations, electric, gas, and wah~r meters,
bwldlDg permlt.s, and o.ther related data. Considerable time was spent in trying
to collect such mformatlon. The results were disappointing. Only fragmentary data
could be obtained which seemed unusable" (ibid., p. 1).
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1Bette~ e~t~mates, ~n the average, were obtained for these
"est Vlrgml~ co.untIes than were obtained by a similar method
f?r the counties 1D large metropolitan areas-despite the smaller
sIZe of the former. Part of the explanation may lie in the fact that
the ~est Virginia ~ounties tended to have moderate rates of pop
ulatlo~ change du~g the 1.940's compared with the metropolitan
counties, the respective medians (disregarding sign) having been 7
~d ~~ per cent. The maximum error by either method for a West
Vugmla county was 18 per cent for one with 5,000 inhabitants.

Estimates from Symptomatic Data and from
Sample Surveys

In the fall of 1946 and in April 1947, the Bureau of the Census
conducted sample surveys of a number of metropolitan districts.
(These samples contained between 3,100 and 4,200 dwelling units.)
Estimates of the total population of the central cities were prepared
from these survey results. As a check, independent population esti
mates were also prepared by migration and natural increase method
II. After the 1950 census figures became available, intercensal
estimates were made for these dates and the original postcensal
estimates were compared with them. Of course, these intercensal
estimates do not constitute as valid a standard of comparison as the
census figures themselves, but deviations from them do represent
rough measures of accuracy. In general, it can be said that the esti
mates by method II were at least as accurate as those from the sample
surveys. (Of course, these surveys provided many other data in addi
tion to total population.)

Work of State Agencies

In response to a resolution passed at the Public Health Confer
ence on Records and Statistics in Washington in March 1954, the
Bureau of the Census made a mail canvass of state agencies to find
out about the work they were doing on population estimates.8 A
questionnaire was sent to seventy-eight state agencies and to five
independent city health departments. Of the seventy-five that re
plied, fifty-eight indicated that they are engaged in making popula
tion estimates at the present time. All but seven states have at least
one state agency preparing estimates for local areas. In another nine,
there are two or more agencies making such estimates. The follow
ing types of agencies are active:

8 The Current Status of Population Estimates Prepared by State Agencies, Cur
rent Population Reports, Population Estimates, Series P-25, No. 116, June 6, 1955.
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Department of health 37
University bureau of business research 8
Employment service 2
Other 11

Bureaus of business research have entered this field relatively re
cently, but appear to have some of the most extensive programs.

The report shows (1) whether population estimates are made, (2)
the agency making the estimates, (3) the method used, (4) the areas
and population characteristics shown, (5) the date of latest esti
mates, (6) whether estimates are published, and (7) whether Un
published estimates are available upon request. The following meth
ods were used to make population estimates for counties:

Annual census 1

Migration and natural increase 16
Census Bureau's method I 2
Census Bureau's method II 8
Other 6

Combination or selection 5
Involving migration and natural increase 2
Other 3

Natural increase alone 6
Adjusted to state estimate from Census Bureau 1
Not adjusted 5

Censal ratio 5
One series 4
More than one series 1

Proration of Census Bureau's state estimate by a
current series 3

Proration of state estimate by 1950 distribution 2
State estimate from Census Bureau 1
Other state estimate used 1

Arithmetic projection 9

Other 3

Not reported 1

P;rhaps th~ ~?ly ~dditional.method that requires definition is
the censal ratiO. This method mvolves ( 1) a computation of ratios
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o~census.C?unts of population to symptomatic data (school statistics,
~irths, utility co~umers, etc.) for each county, and (2) the applica
tion of these r~t1os t~ postcensal symptomatic data to obtain the
county population estimates.

Not much wor~ on validation of these methods was reported by
these state ~gencles, and only a few results of such accuracy tests
were transmitted.

Utility Data and Building Permits

Greater use of economic series symptomatic of population change
may have been made for cities than for counties. Such data, which
include residential electric, gas, and water meters, residential tele
phones, and building permits for residential units, are rarely avail
able for rural areas. In past decades, the utility series were too much
affected by business conditions, technological changes, and wartime
materials shortages to be anything but notoriously poor indicators
of population growth. In areas where use of a given utility has
become fairly universal and where business conditions have re
mained relatively constant (no pronounced cyclical changes), util
ity data may be more useful. Building permits can be used to esti
mate urban population growth with some prospect of success if
allowances are made for such factors as the lag between permit and
completion, conversions, demolitions, vacancies, and quasi-house
hold population. Some assumption must be made about the average
size of both old and new households, and a good deal of variability
exists here in both time and space. Unfortunately, very little valida
tion has been reported for population estimates based on utility and
housing data.

Robert C. Schmitt has reported, on tests against 1950 census
counts, on various symptomatic series by both the Proration and
Censal Ratio methods for Washington counties.9 The series used
were births, deaths, school enrollment, auto registration, registered
voters, and welfare recipients. Average errors were fairly high, but
were reduced appreciably by several methods of aver~ging the re
sults of the independent methods. He also checked, agamst the 1950
census counts, population estimates base? on building, co~version,
and demolition permits for the seventy-nme census tracts m Seattle
and found an average error of 8.5 per cent.to

• Robert C. Schmitt, "Sbort-Cut Methods of Estimating County Population,II
Journal of the American Statistical Association, June 1952, pp. 232-238.

10 Robert C. Schmitt, "Estimating Current Populations of Census T",u," Soci
ology tmd Social Research, Scptember-<>ctober. 1952. pp. 12-15.
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Prospective Developments

Perhaps enough has been p.resented about the ab.solute and com
parative accuracy of estimation methods now bemg used at the
Census Bureau for the reader to decide whether these methods are
adequate for his own particular purpose. The Bureau has collected
the necessary source materials to prepare est~mates for standard
metropolitan counties, their component counties, and large cities
for years since 1950. The necessary m~npower to complete the
computations and checking has been lackmg, however. Meanwhile,
we should be pleased to see more local use made of these methods in
preference to demonstrably inferior methods. At the same time, we
are actively exploring additional methods for both states and local
areas.

SPECIAL CENSUSES

Any discussion of population estimates would be incomplete with
out mention of more frequent censuses, for which the estimates are
merely inadequate substitutes. Unfortunately, Massachusetts and
Kansas are the only survivors of a large number of states that once
conducted their own censuses. The Bureau of the Census will take a
special census at the request and expense of a local government.
Since April 1950, the Bureau has conducted over five hundred such
censuses for municipalities ranging in size to that of Los Angeles
and for a few entire counties. l1 Almost all of these censuses were
purchased because the state concerned accepted the certified result
as official and the local government stood to gain financially by this
recognition. Probably many more such censuses would be requested
if it were felt that the usefulness of the results in planning and re
search were worth the cost.

SOCIAL SECURITY DATA

It was previously mentioned that the Bureau of the Census is now
investigating some bodies of data that may reflect the migration of
adult age groups. Estimates of net migration for adults could be
combined with estimates of net migration for children (based on
school data) in migration and natural increase, method II. Post
~nsal population estimates by broad age groups may also be pos
SIble.

Covered »:orkers. To this end, a cooperative project is now
under way With the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.

11 SpecUil Census of . . • ,Current Population Reports Special Censuses Series
P-28, various numbers and dates. ' ,
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A.s a pilot study, changes in state of employment between the begin
nmg and the end of 1951 have been tabulated for covered wage and
salary worke~ ~rom the I per cent continuous work history sample.
Possibly a S1Dlilar tabulation can be made for a sample of self
e~plo~ed workers. Some of the shortcomings of estimates of net
migration for all persons eighteen to sixty-four years old are:

1. Sampling error
2. Differences between state of employment and state of resi

dence (In the record linkage of forms from the Internal Reve
nue Service and the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insur
ance, planned to begin shortly, information on post-office
address will be available.)

3. Differences in net migration rates of covered workers and of
all ~dults (It ~ill be possible to compare the difference at the
national level m terms of gross interstate migration, however;
and perhaps an adjustment factor can be drawn from this
source.)

4. Migration estimates applicable to calendar years (For July
1 estimates, interpolations would have to be made. )

5. Delay in the tabulations of the O.A.S.!. records (This arises
partly from 4. According to present arrangements, the tabula
tions for a given calendar year would not be available until
near the end of the next calendar year.)

Beneficiaries. Finally, to round out the coverage of broad age
groups, the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance is experi
menting with tabulations of annual changes of state of residence for
O.A.S.I. beneficiaries sixty-five years old and over. These tabula
tions would be on a 100 per cent basis, and the lag would be mini
mal. State of residence, however, has to be obtained from mailing
addresses grouped by field offices, some of which cross state lines.

Composite Estimates. Thus, from several different bodies of data,
net migration could be estimated by a composite, additive method.
It would not be necessary to generalize from the experience of only
one broad age group (children of elementary schoo~ age). If this
approach is found to yield much better postcensal estlIDates of total
population (and of broad age groups) for states, the next step woul?
be to apply it to local areas. Here, except for a few large metropoh
tan areas, the 1 per cent sample of workers aged eighteen to six~

four would be much too small. The problem of a larger sample 18

mostly a problem of added cost and should not be insoluble. Differ
ences between place of work and place of residence also become
more important as we proceed from states and metropolitan areas
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to counties and cities. The proposed change in the O.A.S.I. record
system may remove this particular difficulty, however.

Summary and Conclusions

This paper describes the most .widely used methods o~ making
current estimates of total population for local areas. Particular at
tention is devoted to those methods that can be used for counties as
well as for cities. Comparisons of test estimates ~ith .census results
indicate that methods involving the separate estunatlon of natural
increase and net migration, with the latter estimated from current,
symptomatic data, tend to be more accurate than other methods.
Averaging the results of two or more independent methods, all of
the same rough order of accuracy, also tends to improve the average
estimate of a set. Whether or not a particular method is adequate for
a particular kind of area depends on the use to which the estimates
are to be put; but there is obviously room for improvement, for
some purposes, in any of the methods now available.

Included in the paper is a summary report on an inventory, con
ducted by the Bureau of the Census, of the activities of state agen
cies in this field. Fifty-eight agencies reported programs of current
population estimation, but seven states had no program. Most of the
work is done in the department of health, but eight university bu
reaus of business research make population estimates for postcensal
dates. Some kind of migration and natural increase method is used
in sixteen agencies for making county estimates. On the other hand,
nine agencies use arithmetic progression, and six agencies merely
add the natural increase to the 1950 base.

If adequate funds can be found, the best way of obtaining up-to
date population figures is from a special census. Special censuses are
especially appropriate for rapidly growing local areas where estima
tion methods tend to give the poorest results, but where public in
terest tends to be greatest. As far as estimates themselves are con
cerned, the most promising approach seems to the writer to be the
improvement of the Census Bureau's migration and natural increase,
method II. The greatest present weakness of this method is that the
net migration of other age groups has to be deduced from the esti
mated net migration of children of school age. Hence, if the net
migration of the other age groups could be estimated from inde
pendent? current, symptomatic data, substantial improvement should
be poSSible. The Bureau of the Census is now working with the
Bw:eau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on several cooperative
projects that would measure, respectively, the net interstate migra-
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tion of covered workers and of aged beneficiaries. Given a larger
sample of O.A.S.1. records for covered workers, the procedure
could perhaps be extended to some types of local areas.

A great deal of money and manpower is being expended in this
country on population estimates by federal, state, and local agencies
-alth~ugh perhaps .not. so much as their usefulness would justify.
There IS some duphcation of effort and considerable use of ob
viously inferior methods. If the present level of effort and expendi
ture could be brought to bear in a coordinated program, I believe
that much more accurate data would result.

COMMENT

JOHN N. WEBB, University of Florida

I have selected three statements of Henry S. Shyrock, Jr. that
seem to me important in relation to the future course of postcensal
population estimates for local areas:

1. During the past half century the Bureau of the Census has
noted a growing demand for current population estimates in
local areas.

2. All but seven states now have one or more state agencies mak
ing population estimates.

3. The accuracy of estimates would be improved by a coordinated
program.

Why is it that the decennial population counts, which for so long
a time served the need for local information, are no longer adequate?
Why is it that, according to Shryock, some five hundred localities
have felt it worthwhile to layout the very considerable sums required
for special censuses so soon after the 1950 enumeration?

The answer, I think, lies in the changing relation of the local area
-town, city, and county-to the state. The local administrative
unit is no longer so self-supporting, so indePc:ndent, as it .once was.
While many cities are growing outward phySIcally, countIes as well
as cities are moving in the opposite direction financially. ~entral

ization is a trend that legislators may deplore, but steadily, an~

under local pressures, legislatures enact laws that transfer responsI-
bility from localities to the state. .

Little wonder that this is true! The local property tax IS no longer
able to bear the entire financial burden of the schools, the roads,
the welfare services demanded today. Special local taxes discrim-
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inate against local business and indust~, or overlap with state
levies. The answer to growing local needs IS to tap the general reve
nue that flows from the broader tax base of the state.

The first step in stating the local c.ase for state ~id .is ?ften to
point to population increase. In fact, ~Ize of popula~l~n IS, In ma.ny
instances, the whole case for state assistance. And It IS not the Size
one, two, or five years ago; it is the size now.

Let me illustrate the current trend in terms of my own state,
Florida. In recognition of the inadequacy of the local real prop
erty tax to support municipal services, and in recognition also of
the discriminating effect of special local sales taxes, the state collects
a 5 cents per package tax on cigarettes and refunds this money
monthly to the incorporated towns and cities. Based on similar
reasoning, one-half of the license fee for the sale of alcoholic bev
erages (a fee graduated by county population size) is refunded to
corporate communities. Part of the state-imposed gasoline tax comes
back to the counties. Since 1947, the state, out of general revenue,
has underwritten a minimum program for public schools, thereby
making expenditures for public schools the largest of the biennial
appropriations. The administration of the public schools remains
in county hands, but the state pays most of the bill. How much each
county gets depends in large part on how many students it hal), which
in tum depends upon population. The number of circuit judges,
the salaries of local officials, county planning programs, and fringe
area annexations are other local concerns that require population
counts currently, and the list could be lengthened.

I suggest, then, that in stating a trend based upon the experience
of the Bureau of the Census during recent years, Shryock has also
predicted the trend for the future: a demand for, or perhaps better,
the necessity for more frequent local population counts and esti
mates.

Secondly, there is the problem connected with the many local in
tercensal estimates of population noted by Shryock. These estimates
may not agree with estimates for the same areas computed by the
Bureau of the Census for one of two reasons: (1) the methods may
be different (a fact brought out by Shryock's report on the mail can
vass of state agencies making estimates); and (2) the estimates
may differ when the same method is used but different local data
are used, or the same data are used differently. To take Florida
again as an illustration, our estimates for the state, constructed by
the method Shryock refers to as migration and natural increase,
method II, differ from those published by the Bureau of the Census
because we estimated white and nonwhite populations separately.
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Further, the school attendance series we used was not the one used
by the Bureau of the Census.

Our estimate was consider.ably less .than that published by the
Bu~eau.of the ~ensus. We bebeve the difference comes mainly from
estimating white ~nd nonwhite populations separately (an idea
we got. fro~ readmg the ~nsus bulletin describing method Ill).
The mlgratton rate for. w~lte population is high and positive, but
the rate for the nonwhIte IS low, or even negative. Nonwhite pop
ulation stands at about 22 per cent of the total and so can introduce
a considerable divergence in the results.

Also, the State of Florida gathers and publishes three school at
tendance series: average daily attendance, original entry and trans
fer, and attendance at the end of term. Using Shryock's method n
and the period 1940-1950 (because of census counts at both ends),
we tried each of these series for the state and for selected counties.
The average daily attendance figure consistently gave the best re
sults in all parts of the state and for both color groups. The original
entry series, which on a priori grounds should be most sensitive to
migration, proved to be most unreliable in the largest population
centers.

We asked the state Board of Education statisticians for their views
on this outcome. They were cautious, but they pointed to the fact
that the very large sums of state money supplied to the county
public school systems are allocated on a basis of average daily at
tendance in each school.

Whether this series is actually a better one for use in making local
population estimates than the one the Census Bureau selected may
be debated. But there can be no doubt that it is the one most subject
to constant public scrutiny, and this may be good for the accuracy
of a series. Recently this series and its compilation made the head
lines of most Florida newspapers because in one county a school
teacher told the press that she was being forced to pad her reports by
allowing absentees to make up th~ir abs~nces. The story~~ that the
school superintendent approved, if he dId not actually ongmate, the
idea ofmake-up, because under the minimum foundation program of

.state aid one "instructionalllnit" (read ''teacher'') was allowed for
each tw~nty-seven units of average daily attendance in the school
involved and the school needed more teachers. This incident had an
immediate effect. Newspapers in most of the counties assigned re
porters to see whether or not average daily attendance records were

1 Illustrative Examples of Two Methods of Estimilt~ng the .Cu"ent P~pulation
of Smilll Areas, Current Population Reports, Population Estimates, Senes P-2S,
No. 20, May 6, 1949.
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being padded in their are~s. No.other in~tan~e was fou~d. ~t i~ my
belief that a statistical senes subject to thIS kmd of scrut10Y IS lIkely
to stick pretty close to facts i~ self d~fense. .

I cite this instance as an IllustratIon of why local area estlDlates
may differ because the local agency selects a series different from the
one used by an agency outside the state. Of.course, many local esti
mates will not be duplicated by other agencIes, and therefore no dif
ferences can appear. But since the Bureau of the Census regUlarly
makes and publishes estimates for each of the forty-eight states,
there is the possibility of discrepancies whenever a state agency
makes an estimate for the state directly, or indirectly, by adding
county estimates, or estimates for other subdivisions of the state.

I have no doubt that the general public will accept the Bureau of
the Census estimate and question the state agency estimate if they
differ. But if you know of Florida's present pride in the rapidity of its
population growth, ranking as it does near the top along with Cali
fornia and Arizona, you can recognize the handicap under which we
would operate in publishing an estimate for Florida that was lower
than the one published by the Bureau of the Census.

Intercensal population estimates for local areas represent a new
application of the statistical art. The ingenuity of the workers in this
field should produce rapid improvement in methods and in the reli
ability of some of the basic data from which estimates are derived.
Without the leadership of Shryock and his co-workers at the national
level, we would not only be poorer in methodology but, more im
portantly, we would lack a clearing house for the discussions of our
problems and for seeking advice.

This brings me to my third and final point: the need for a coordi
nated program. It is a necessity if we are to maintain and extend pub
lic confidence in our local estimates. Coordination also offers a
sound basis for a desirable division of labor. The national level has
great advantages in estimating population change for the country as
a whole, and to a somewhat lesser degree this advantage extends to
estimates for each of the forty-eight states. The state level has, I be
lieve, an advantage in estimating the population of local areas.

I would like to explore this point briefly because of a statement
Shryock made in discussing the accuracy of the several estimating
methods when examined by size of area (his Table 2). "When the
ci!ies. and counties are each divided into two groups on this basis
[SIZe 10 1940], we find that better results were obtained, on the aver
age, for the larger cities and counties than for the smaller ones....
Furthermore, the factor of size seems to be more important for
counties than for cities."
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. I can confi~ Shryock's finding of the relation of accuracy to size .
In C?unty es~at~ from some tests we have just completed for
Flonda countIes v:'lth th~ period of estimate April 1950 to July 1954.
We ~ade populatI~n ~timates for each of the sixty-seven counties in
Flonda by the mIgration and natural increase method II by the
vital rates method, .and by one o~er method.' These cou~ty esti
mates were for white and nonwhite populations separately, and
for the two color groups combined. For controls, we used an estimate
of the state as a whole made by each method and the July 1, 1954
estimate of Florida population published by the Bureau of the Census.
In general, our results agree with Shryock's statement: the larger
the county, the better the agreement in the estimates.

Method n, however, was not clearly superior to the other methods
when we added up the separate county estimates and compared these
additions with the estimates for the state. We suspect that the elabo
rate adjustment required by method II to arrive at a migration rate
is the reason for the erratic results in the small counties; and we have
nearly twice as many counties with less than 10,000 inhabitants as
we have counties with 50,000 and over.

So we tried what seemed to be the simplest method of relating
population change to school enrollment. We began with the 1950
census data and computed the ratio of school enrollment in grades
one through eight to the total population, by color, for each county
and for the state as a whole. This ratio was then applied to the school
enrollment figures for the estimate year to obtain an estimate of
population. In aggregate, these estimates overshot the estimate pub
lished by the Bureau of the Census, but by no more than did the
results from some of the more complicated methods.

We then examined the rate of increase of population and the rate
of increase in school enrollment shown by the Bureau of the Census
and by the Florida State Department of Education. In Florida,
school enrollment is increasing more rapidly than population for the
white group and less rapidly for the nonwhite group. This gave
us a correction factor for the ratio of school enrollment to popula
tion by color. When the county estimates were ~ecompu~ with this
correction, our state aggregate of county estimates d~ered from
the census estimate by less than 15,000 where the estnnated. total
was approximately 3.5 million. This was by far the best estimate
we have made.

I report this experiment only to illustrate what I think state
agencies are likely to be doing in a search for new methods or for
adjustments to ol~ methods tha~ ~ provi~e consiste~t es~ates
under widely varymg local conditions. In this area of mqwry, the
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state agencies have an advantage in ~he development of estimates
for cities and counties. But state agencies need the controls, the over
all view, that Washington agencies can. prov~de. A coordinated
program would provide the way and the mc~ntlve ~or an exchan~e
of views and for a discussion of problems. Given thiS, I feel certalD
that we can advance rapidly toward the improvement in accuracy
that Shryock mentions in the closing lines of his excellent paper.

ORMOND C. CORRY, The University of Tennessee

The background of investigative work upon which Henry S.
Shryock, Jr. draws for his paper is substantial. His position is prob
ably best summarized as follows: There is a choice of method when
the available source data, desired accuracy, and feasibility, or finan
cial resources of the estimator, are weighed; past performance and
logical considerations favor the Census Bureau's method when ac
curate estimates are needed. His application of census data in tests
of the estimates by various methods against enumerated data, his
Tables 1 to 5, and the accompanying discussion should prove valua
able reference material for many years.

As a person working in a university bureau of business research,
I am most interested in the relatively void field of current popula
tion estimates for the counties and cities by state. Much work must
be done on improving source data, specific applications of the esti
mating methods, and testing of results before reliable current esti
mates are available for all local areas in most of the states. The
estimates should be made for use as general purpose data. Thus, they
should be made by the method promising the most reliable results.
While the level of accuracy obtained by the Census Bureau for the
state current population estimates is probably too much to expect,
no estimating program can hope to survive unless it includes safe
guards against extreme errors.

The problems of estimating current population for counties paral
lel those met by the Census Bureau in making the state estimates,
and the state estimates are available to provide independently de
termined totals comparable to the national totals used for the state
estimates. If acceptably reliable estimates are sought, the Census
Bureau method should be accepted as a flexible estimating pro
cedure adaptable to varied situations.
. The current population estimates by county differ from popula

tion forecasts, since they are postcensal projections relating to a
date a~eady passed, .usu~lly recently, for which symptomatic data
are avaIlable. The estimation process followed in the Census Bureau
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method is based on the truism that the current population is equal
to the census or base-date population plus changes to the current
date. Only changes that are large enough or volatile enough to in
fluence th~ accuracy of the total population estimates are involved.
. The estimates of change required at the state level can be grouped
Into four components of population net change: (1) natural in
crease or the net of cumulative births and deaths over the estimate
~riod,. (2) the net difference in the armed forces personnel sta
tioned m the state at the enumeration and estimate dates (3) the
ne~ differ~nce i.t;t the natio~al total armed force persoW:el whose
pnor-semce residence was In the state at the enumeration and esti
mate dates, and (4) civilian net migration of residents of the state
over the .estimate period. Changes in institutional population and
changes In coll~ge enrollme~t at the county level may be volatile
enough to requIre a total of SIX components of change. The net mi
gration component is the most difficult one to estimate; the others
may require only the direct use of source data.

The Census Bureau equation becomes elaborate when the esti
mate for the fourth component is expanded to account for an
averaging of method II and the vital rates method (which includes
an average of net migration inferred from separate total popula
tion estimates from changes in birth and death rates).1 To use the
equation, thirty or more data values are needed (including some
duplications) plus several constants (inclUding those needed for
indicating the averaging steps) . Each of the data entries is supported
(again with some duplications) by working papers which carry
through from the original or reported data to the adjusted data
used for the entries. The equation yields an estimate of the total
current population for one state ~, at eac~ step, the aggr~gate:s for
the forty-eight states are coordInated WIth corresponding, Inde
pendently determined national totals.

Many numerical values are required to record ~e source data
series, correct or adjust them, and f~r !he. final entnes ~f the w~rk
paper estimate sheet. Each is a statIStiC In. a!1 area-onented, time
series. The implications are many. The StatlS~ICal an~ly~es ~ust be
limited to those applicable to nonparametnc or dlstnbutIon-free
statistical methods. In the main, one must depend on data correc
tion and adjustment and seek the most probable true values for the

1 The Census Bureau's experimentation and incorporation of new ~ta so~es
has now eliminated the use of the vital rates method and the need for thi~ av~ragmg
51 ( Ben'amiD Greenberg, Illustrative Example 0/ a Method 0/ Estlnwtlng the
c:~re"::Popu~tion 01 Subdivisions 0/ the .united Sta~es, Bureau of the Ce:US'h~
rent Population Reports, population Estimates, Senes P-2S, No. 133, arc ,
1956).
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specific purpose for which they are b~ing used in the estimating
equation. The accuracy of the total. estImates, ap~rt from compen
sating errors, depends on how efficIe~tly .ea~h adjustment problem
is solved. However, there are many qUIte sunilar problems where the
experience at the state level is ~pplicable a~ the c?unty level, and
the experience with county data m one state IS applIcable to another
state. Thus, as Shryock concludes, a coordinated program is desir
able.

Coordinated work between the Census Bureau and the state
agencies must be based on rather sUbs.tantia~ est~ating p~ogra.ms
or projects in a number of states. What IS feasIble m each estunatmg
situation? If the county current population estimates are for general
purpose use, the program must be broad. But there are other uses
for population estimates, as there are for county income payments,
where Shryock correctly observes that pursuit of a high degree of
accuracy may not be justified when their only use is for calculation
of per capita income by county.

In county income work, the use of, or rather the need for using,
population estimates extends to many steps in the detailed income
estimating procedure. The necessity of relying on indirect allocators
and of making adjustments from county-of-employment to county
of-residence sends us back the data from the 1950 census of popu
lation all too frequently. The lack of county population estimates
(and more extensive employment estimates than at present) for
local areas can be given as a basic reason for the questionable re
liability of many of our total income estimates. The county income
work was undertaken and has been pursued fruitfully by some of the
university research bureau members of the Southeastern Economic
Research Conference as an approach to or basis for more extensive
studies of the state economies. Several of the member bureaus have
been understaffed even for the income estimate work. The oppor
tunity for research on local area data exists, however, and a record
of shorter-term population changes than are available would provide
ba~ic information for many phases of such research.
. Many state and local government agencies need current popula

tion ~timates by local area. Even the municipal planning and ec0

nomIC development people sometimes admit that the current esti
mates might prove useful checks on their short-range population
fore:as.ts. But most of the state agencies have administrative and
SJX:CIalIZed problems of such scope that dependence on population
est!IDates may be. considered of minor importance. Thus, when
estimates are reqwred, their production is assigned as an incidental
task to personnel who are specialists in other fields and without time,
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interes~,.o! background. for making accurate population estimates.
To mltlate some action, our university research bureau asked a

number of the Tennessee state agencies about their needs for better
current population estimates by county and city. We also asked
whether or not the needs were such that the agency would consider
joining in a cooperative research project for the production of
generally acceptable estimates. Affinnative answers were received
from all except one of the agencies. The project actually to develop,
however, was one for making both current estimates and projec
tions, by county and city, as a part of a long-range education study
under direction of the Tennessee Legislative Council. The work
underway has adequate financial support, cooperation from other
agencies, and assurance of being continued beyond the time set for
completion of the education study.

The proposal for a cooperative estimating project in Tennessee
was based on a decision that the estimates could be undertaken on
a budget of not over $15,000, provided some of the work on special
tabulations and data improvement was done in the originating
offices, especially the departments of education and public health.
The principal reason for suggesting that the project be made a co
operative one, however, was to provide for more general acceptance,
or what Shryock has referred to as. an official status for. the estimates.
Representatives of several agenCIes can be brought mto the pl~

ning and conduct of the project and int? the appraisa~ of tentative
estimates in a way to assure confidence m the final estunates.
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